Hotel Salvation

La Familia

Hindi with English subtitles.

Spanish with English subtitles.

Jan. 19

Adil Hussain (Life of Pi)
stars as Rajiv, an overworked
businessman, who agrees to
honor the final wish of his
father, Daya, by accompanying
him to the holy city of
Varansi. There, they check in
to the Hotel Salvation, where
residents are given just two
weeks to live out their final
Hotel Salvation
days or return home. While
Daya revels in the simple pleasure of this timeless place,
Rajiv finds himself burdened by the many obligations he
left behind.

Bye Bye Germany
Feb. 16

German with English subtitles.

Frankfurt, Germany in 1946, David Bermann (Moritz
Bleibteu) is determined to make the most of the ravaged
postwar era. He recruits friends from a displaced persons
camp to sell linens at inflated prices to unsuspecting
Germans. Most of the group have a simple motivation—
to raise enough money to leave Germany and move
to the United States. But David has a secret, and the
American Army investigator Sara Simon (Antje Traue) is
determined to uncover it.

Death and the Maiden
March 16

German with English subtitles.

Young, brilliant and seductive, Egon Schiele (Noah
Saavedra) is one of the most
provocative and scandalous
artists in early twentieth
century Vienna. His life
and work are stimulated by
eroticism and a Bohemian era
that is coming to a close. Two
beautiful women drive his
inspiration — his sister, Gerti,
and Wally Neuzil, the sensual
model he immortalizes in
his most famous painting
“Death and the Maiden.” But
Death and the Maiden
the outbreak of World War
I threatens Schiele’s artistic pursuits and leads to his
eventual betrayal of Wally, his muse and one true love.

April 20

Twelve-year old Pedro roams the concrete jungle of
Caracas with his friends, learning how to live by the
law of the streets. His single father, Andres, struggles
to provide for his son, working multiple jobs in order
to keep food on the table and a roof over their heads.
But when Pedro fatally injures another boy during an
altercation, Andres realizes the imminent danger they
face. Fearing retribution, the two flee the city and go into
hiding, setting in to motion a series of events that will
bring father and son closer to each other.

The Third Murder
May 18

Japanese with English subtitles.

When attorney Sigemori
(Masaharu Fukuyama) takes
on the defense of murderrobbery suspect Misumi
(Kojo Yakusho), he does so
with reluctance, knowing that
the man already provided a
full confession and had been
convicted of murder thirty
years earlier. But digging
deeper into the evidence
and hearing Misumi’s own
The Third Murder
conflicting testimony,
Sigemori begins to doubt whether his client could be the
murderer after all.

Un Traductor
June 22

Spanish/Russian with English subtitles.

Based on a true story. In the wake of the Chernobyl
nuclear disaster, Malin (Rodrigo Santoro), a Russian
literature professor at the University of Havana, is sent
to translate for the Soviet children who have been
brought to Cuba for medical treatment. While adapting
to this demanding job, the Berlin Wall falls and a
deep economic crisis hits the island. But Malin is so
entrenched in the lives of the Chernobyl children that he
fails to notice his own family suffering. Now he must find
a way to put the fractured pieces of his life back together
and become a better person along the way.

